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A STRATEGY FOR MANAGING COUPLED ECOSYSTEMS
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Introduction

The National Estuarlne Sanctuary program, enabled under Section 315 of
the Coastal Zone Management Act, was originally conceived to protect
natural estuarlne areas as laboratories for teaching and research.
More recently some sites In the sanctuary program have become models
for testing Innovative combinations of land regulation, purchase of
public land, and resource management to protect a single ecosystem.
This paper examines sanctuaries at Apalachlcola River/Bay, Florida and
Tijuana River, California and considers the relationship between
Sanctuary designation and planning and resource management program
underway 1n the respective regions.

Requirements of the Coastal Zone Hangement Act

The Coastal Zone Management Act, together with regulations enacted In
1974 and 1980 contemplates that 11 blogeographlcal provinces will
ultimately be represented with one or more sanctuaries. The
regulations require that candidates for Sanctuary status emerge from a
competitive ranking or screening procedure overseen by the state agency
with lead responsibility for coastal management. Successful candidates
must be representative of the region In which they are located, and
should exhibit exceptional wildlife and species dtverlsty. In other
words, nearly natural areas with a minimum of human disturbance are
preferred. Other CZMA guidelines spell out the mechanics for state
grant applications.

Several features of the program encourage or even dictate that states
use a variety of techniques to fully Implement estuarlne sanctuaries.
First, the Act Intends that sanctuaries embrace as much of the
ecosystem as possible, but provides only S3 million annually for the
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entire program. This forces one of two choices: either states
abrogate their responsibility to manage whole ecosystems, or they find
less-than-fee techniques to look out for sanctuary objectives. Second,
each federal dollar must be matched by a state dollar, but this state
dollar takes several forms. Loans or grants from the "lead" coastal
agency, or budget allocations by another agency are the most common
form of state match, but other eligible sources Include 1n-k1nd
services, land donation, bargain sales, or the purchase of land by
private, non-profit organizations such as The Nature Conservancy, The
Trust for Public Land, or a local land trust. Third, the management
structure for sanctuaries are left to the discretion of the state.
This flexibility gives states the opportunity to assign planning and
natural resource management agencies special responsibility in
Implementing sanctuaries. Sanctuary designation effectively places
agencies on notice that an area has been singled out for research and
special protection, and therefore deserves the best efforts of each
government entity with management responsibility.

The following discussion of Apalachlcola Bay and Tijuana Estuary
illustrates each of these points in more detail.

Apalachlcola Bay and River, Franklin County, Florida

Physical and Biological Setting

Apalachlcola Bay lies at the terminus of one of the most diverse and
biologically productive basins in the United States. The River, 105
miles in length, drains a 19,200 square mile watershed extending well
into Georgia and Alabama. Pine flatwoods, harwood hammocks, swamps and
marshes comprise the river system. Apalachlcola Bay is a shallow
estuarlne basin fed by the Apalachlcola and Carrabelle Rivers and
separated from the Gulf of Mexico by three barrier islands: St.
George, St. Vincents, and Dog.

The pulsed flooding characteristic of the Apalachlcola River, together
with a relatively undisturbed shoreline and river corridor, contribute
to the region's status as the leading producer of seafood in the State
of Florida. In the past decade, the Bay has typically accounted for 90
percent of the Florida oyster harvest, 12 percent of its shrimp, 10
percent of Its blue crab, and substantial yields of flnfish. In
addition, the Bay 1s the major blue crab breeding ground in the eastern
Gulf of Mexico.

Impetus for Sanctuary Designation

A partnership of local seafood dealers — the economic backbone of
Franklin County, were the first to press for permanent protection of
the Bay, assisted by researcher Robert Livingston. These local
Interests were joined by the Florida Department of Environmental
Regulations, and developed a formal sanctuary proposal with technical
advice from The Conservation Foundation. Sanctuary designation, it was
agreed, was the logical technique to permanently foreclose efforts to
dam or channelize the Apalachlcola River. Establishing the Sanctuary
would foster research on the ecology of the system which would
ultimately benefit the seafood industry, and would secure key upland
parcels In the immediate drainage of the estuarlne basin. Opposition
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to the Sanctuary was heard primarily from uprlver navigation Interests
and major landowners on St. George Island with plans for large second
home developments.

The Sanctuary Proposal

Before the Sanctuary was conceived, Apalachlcola Bay and River were an
ecological cause celebre by virtue of their productivity, their value
as a shellfish nursery, and the political Influence of local and state
officials from the area. This special recognition is reflected In a
substantial Inventory of public lands, including a U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Refuge (12,490 acres) occupying the entire barrier island of
St. Vincent's the state refuge on Little St. George Island (2,193
acres), and the 1883 acre Julian Bruce State Park on the eastern end of
St. George Island. In addition, 28,045 acres were purchased along the
Apalachlcola River through the state's environmentally endangered land
program. The initial Sanctuary proposal embraced these holdings and
proposed the purchase of an additional 12,467 acres of land (Figure 1).

Management of the Sanctuary was to be directed by a six member board,
divided equally between local Interests and state resource management
agencies.

As of October 1981, the Division of State Lands within the Florida
Department of Natural Resources was to Initiate mean high water surveys
and land appraisals to lay the foundation for subsequent acquisition.

Impact of Sanctuary Designation on Planning for the Region

Sanctuary designation, together with substantial state and federal
investments in public land acquisition, engendered a series of
negotiations and land use planning exercises that otherwise would not
have occurred. Resolution of appropriate techniques and timing for
maintenance dredging of the Apalachicola River occupied Florida's
Department of Environmental Regulation, six of its counties, and the
Corps of Engineers for several months. However, by satisfying this
condition of Sanctuary designation, the State of Florida solved a
problem dating back to the late 1960s.

Sanctuary designation reinforced the concept that specific land use
planning was needed for the Franklin County shoreline of Apalachlcola
Bay, despite the absence of any mandatory coastal planning in Florida.
Shoreline planning took the form of a contract between The Conservation
Foundation and the County, with 75 percent funding directed through the
Economic Development Administration.

Involvement of Non-Profits

Both the Trust for Public Land (TPL) and The Nature Conservancy have
secured additional portions of the Franklin County shoreline through
Independent land acquisition. TPL purchased 200 lots totalling 84
acres on the bay side of St. George Island. This purchase, Intended as
the first step in eventual transfer of the title to the state,
eliminates potential development adjacent to East Hole, one of the most
productive oyster reefs in Apalachicola Bay. The Nature Conservancy
Initially purchased an option on 1100 acres on Dog Island, including
important turtle nesting areas, and announced a final purchase in
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December 1980 (Figure 1). The Nature Conservancy purchase will be
annexed to the Estuarlne Sanctuary, while the TPL holdings are part of
a package of land ranked second on Florida's statewide acquisition
list, and may provide momentum for purchase of additional shoreline
lots.

Successful Shoreline Planning

The Conservation Foundation's efforts resulted 1n a major report
analyzing coastal Issues and recommending appropriate County-wide
policies, coupled with a suite of proposed ordinances. The most
significant land use regulations were framed as special supplements to
a general plan prepared by the regional planning council. These
Included:

- a high hazard ordinance, which sets standards for building
heights, structural features, and site planning In areas
susceptible to damage from wave action and storm surge;

- a critical shoreline zone, an "overlay zone" which prohibits
septic tanks 1n shoreline lots adjacent to estuarlne resources
(oyster reefs, scallop beds), requires a vegetation buffer, and
prohibits logging In areas adjacent to the shoreline;

- a recommendation to limit ultimate development on St. George
Island to a level able to be evacuated in the event of a severe
storm or hurricane;

- a recommendation to phase new development In unincorporated areas
of the County at the rate of 120 units per year;

- specific disclosure requirements alerting prospective homeowners
to hazards or design constraints associated with shoreline lots;

Political pressures from newly elected County Commissioners and major
landowners eliminated some of these recommendations during the hearing
process. Nevertheless, the high hazard recommendations and the
Critical shoreline zone were adopted as drafted and are being enforced
by a County Plan Administrator. Arecommendation to create a task
force for watershed management, drawn from pulpwood companies,
foresters, and estuarlne ecologists Is still under consideration and
may be Implemented in 1982.

Tijuana River Estuary. San Diego County. California

Physical and Biological Setting
Tiluana River Is the largest tldally flushing estuary in Southern
California! In a regional characterized by diked dredged, or
Sherwfse degraded wetlands, Tijuana Estuary remains in near-pristine
condition. Its 1100 acres of channels, sloughs, salt marsh, and
mCafiats suppport very high diversities of wildlife. One-th rd of the
state's remaining light footed clapper rail population nest In and
deoend the^n Tijuani Estuary, and endangered lest terns nest on sand
ffs near the mouth of the river. Diamond turbot, California halibut.
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and striped mullett are among the 29 fish that use the estuary as a
nursery or feeding area, and several types of clams and shrimp thrive
in the soft sediments.

The estuarlne system Is subject to a number of stresses from urban
development on the north and the burgeoning City of Tijuana, Mexico on
the south. The agricultural Tijuana Valley lies to the east, bisected
by the Interstate 5 commercial corridor. Together with upriver pool
habitats, the agricultural lowlands and chapparal-covered slopes of the
Border Highlands offer a logclal ecological unit for unified
management.

Impetus for Sanctuary Designation

Tijuana River's nomination for sanctuary status was the result of the
efforts of research ecologists and San Diego State University and the
Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association, a group of activists who
have struggled for 10years to preserve Tijuana River in Its relatively
natural state. Several landowning agencies lent their support to the
proposal, Including the U.S F1sh and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Navy,
and the Department of Parks and Recreation. They were Joined by
secondary schools and colleges, regional wetland protection groups,
citizens of Imperial Beach, and some of the major landowners 1n the
area. Opposition was voiced by the City Council of Imperial Beach,
some of whose members had long held but tenuous plans to develop a
marina in the northern portion of the estuary.

The Sanctuary Proposal

The proposal to create an estuarlne sanctuary at Tijuana River was
represented as an opportunity to manage the lower Tijuana Valley as an
ecological unit, establish stable area for baseline ecological
comparisons, and to bring disparate public ownerships into a single
coherent program for resource protection. Prior to sanctuary
nomination, several agencies had begun resource management programs
around the estuary, each with different purposes.

A 418 acre state park had been established on the old Navy Border Field
site, completed by a 263 acre area above the slough system which was
leased to the Department of Parks and Recreaton by the Navy. The U. S.
Navy also manages 340 acres of the Imperial Beach Naval A1r Station for
clapper rail habitat and a buffer against neighboring residential area.
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service purchased 505 acres in the core of
the wetland ~ the intended marina site -- from the Helix Corporation
in December 1980, thereby creating a National Wildlife Refuge. Another
public ownership Includes 120 acres along the river corridor owned by
the City of San Diego (Figure 2).

The proposed Sanctuary boundary incorporates these public holdings, and
proposes Inclusion of 34 privately owned aprcels totalling about 775
acres. Pee simple acquisition is Intended for seven parcels totalling
about 350 acres, while alternative acquisition techniques are proposed
for the balance.
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Coastal Conservancy Preservation of Prime Agricultural Land

An integral part of the proposal for the Tijuana River Estuarlne
Sanctuary Is the preservation of agricultural lowlands in the Tijuana
Valley using the technique of acquisition and lease back. In this way,
the development rights for the land can be extinguished through deed
restriction, and farming can be continued, using the best available
techniques for erosion control and pest management.

The State Coastal Conservancy, an agency unique to California with
responsibility for implementing resource protection projects on the
coast, will be responsible for carrying out the land acquisition
program. The Conservancy board acted in December of 1981 to allocate
state matching funds through Its agricultural preservation program, and
directed staff to develop the specific agreements for acquisition and
later lease to prospective farmers. In developing the program for the
lower Tijuana Valley, Conservancy staff will formulate legal
instruments to direct revenues from agricultural leases back into
management of the Sanctuary. The revenues could then be used to
develop erosion control procedures for farmland, or test methods for
integrated pest management, thereby reducing the stresses on the
estuary.

Management Structure

Principal responsibility for setting and Implementing policy for the
Sanctuary rests with a Sanctuary Management Authority, with membership
drawn from the major landowning agencies, the cities of Imperial Beach,
and San Diego. A subordinate Advisory Committee and three
subcommittees will assist the Management Authority with technical
Issues and represent the Interest groups affected by Sanctuary
designation.

Beyond Its responsibility for recommending permitted uses In the
Sanctuary and considering boundary changes, the management structure
for the Tijuana River Sanctuary is conceived as a forum to address
agricultural preservation and water quality Issues for the larger
region. In order to seriously deal with the sewage and flood control
problems that cross the U. S. - Mexico border, representatives of Baja
California/Mexico, the California executive branch, and water quality
agencies will be Invited to serve on the Sanctuary Advisory Committee.
A special subcommittee for water quality issues will also be created.
To enable the management authority to cope with the real problems of
farmland protection in the Tijuana Valley, a representative of
agricultural interests will sit on the Advisory Committee, and another
special subcommittee will Invite participation of equestrian,
cultivated agriculture, and dairy interests.

Impact of Sanctuary Designation on Planning for the Region

Land use decisions for the estuary and the lower Tijuana Valley must
reflect the 1976 Coastal Act, as interpreted by three local coastal
plans (LCPs): Tia Juana Valley, Border Highlands, and City of Imperial
Beach. The Tia Juana Valley plan designates land within the proposed
estuarine sanctuary boundaries as Resource Conservation: Limited
Agriculture. The plan prohibits further subdivision of agricultural
land, and requires a buffer around wetlands and other sensitive
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habitats. The Border Highlands segment embraces the southernmost
portion of the proposed Sanctuary, including several parcels owned by
sand and gravel extraction companies. Its key policies call for
preservation of natural chapperal communities along the slopes facing
Monument Road, limits excavation to three to seven acre blocks, and
requires replanting of quarried areas with native vegetation. In both
LCPs, the Estuarlne Sanctuary and proposed land use regulations are
mutually supportive. The estuarlne sanctuary 1n effect Implements the
policies on preservation of agricultural land and protection of the
estuarlne ecosystem.

For the City of Imperial Beach LCP, Sanctuary designation together with
the Fish and Wildlife Service purchase exerts added leverage against
construction of a marina, and for wetlands protection In this nearly
natural area, positions consistent with the Coastal Act.

One other beneficial effect of the Sanctuary designation has been
deletion of a potential power plant site Immediately Inland from the
core of the wetland. Pipelines to serve the project would have
disrupted the major habitat for the light footed clapper rail. In
evaluating possible "opportunity sites" for new power plants, th
California Energy Commission Initially identified the southern portion
of the Imperial Beach Naval Air Station as a suitable candidate. The
site was later dropped from consideration In light of the known
resource values and the magnitude of public Investment for resource
protection, especially the projected sanctuary.

Sanctuary Implementation

As of December 1981, half the federal grant award had been made to the
California Coastal Commission, the state's lead agency under the CZMA.
The Coastal Conservancy had completed title searches and was preparing
to Initiate the appraisal process and begin negotiating with individual
landowners. Conservancy planners and lawyers were preparing the basic
agreements for acquisition and lease back of agricultural land. The
Department of Parks and Recreation, the administrative lead agency, was
in the process of filling the membership of the Management Authority.

Much of the day to day maintenance of the Tijuana Sanctuary may fall to
the Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association. The Association will
soon become eligible for a special loan or grant under a new program
for local nonprofit groups being established by the State Coastal
Conservancy.

Analysis of the Apalachlcola and Tijuana River Experiences

Although implementation Is far from complete in the cases presented
here, several common features emerge from an analysis of these two
sanctuaries. In both cases, the comparative value of the resource had
been recognized, but Sanctuary designation helped foster a stronger
understanding of the need to manage coupled ecosystems. Protection of
adjacent watershed lands whether In agricultural or forestry land uses,
became a priority for local and state agencies. In Apalachicola, the
sanctuary helped to expand the consltuency for strong land use controls
from a relatively narrow group. Sanctuary designation in Tijuana River
provided an added Incentive for existing agency landowenrs to develop
more effective ways of cooperating and sharing their limited resources.
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The estuarlne sanctuaries at Apalachicola Bay and Tijuana River are at
once laboratories for innovative land acquisition and forums for the
resolution of resource conflicts in the larger region. Conferring
sanctuary status provides a point of leverage in decisions to change
prevailing open space land uses. Designation In Florida helped
forestall new dam and channel construction, and provided Impetus for
the adoption of more stringent regulation of shoreline lots. In
California, Sanctuary designation promises to Implement already adopted
land use plans, and lent added weight to deletion of an incompatible
power plant site.

Both Sanctuaries Illustrate the value of aprogram to enable the
protection of critical estuarlne resources 1n concert with an
aggressive land management program for the surrounding area. The
immediate estuarlne or wetland fringe is the first to be addressed,
followed by actions to secure more remote portions of the drainage.
The model approaches of Apalachlcola Bay and Tijuana River suggest
guidelines for both the national Estuarlne Sanctuary Program and
site-specific projects to protect estuaries.

Recommended Guidelines for the National Sanctuary Program

Fund Research on a National Basis for Estuarine Sanctuaries

One of the most fundamental principals of the national program Is the
need to develop a better understanding of estuarlne structure and
function through sustained research. While the research community has
often been active In Sanctuary designation, as 1n the two cases
presented here. Its members are seldom provided with an adequate level
of funding to pursue serious Investigations. A committment Is needed
at the national level, working through Institutions such as the
National Academy of Sciences, to make estuarlne sanctuaries a priority
1n establishing a public research agenda. This approach offers the
dual benefits of lending a national framework to fundamental research,
and taking the financial pressure off states or agencies of states that
fund pure research. Furthermore, this approach would allow states to
develop multiple site programs with a strong emphasis on resource
management without sacrificing the national goals.

Enable Multiple Site Programs

Given the positive experience in the two cases presented here, and
given the budget limitations In place for the forseeable future, 1t Is
imperative to create a mechanism to enable states to develop multiple
site where ecosystem-wide estuarlne management programs can be
Implemented. The logical framework for such a program would be a
"multiple site" estuarlne sanctuary program. Federal participation
would take the form of policy guidance, allocation of matching grants
to establish the program, and a statewide operations grant to develop
and manage outstanding estuaries together with adjacent riverine
corridors and watersheds. In order to qualify for the multiple site
programs, states should demonstrate that they have the resources and
legislative mandate to carryout at least three of the following
techniques:

- acquire land
- acquire easements in land
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- execute and Implement Interagency agreements to bind government
agencies in partnership to manage a particular resource

- assist the establishment and funding of locally based land trusts.

unlike the parent estuarine sanctuary program, the multiple site
program within states would not necessarily require a strong record of
research within each sanctuary. Rather, states would need to
demonstrate the resource values of the area and the need for a special
mechanism to manage the ecosystem as a unit.

The State Coastal Conservancy in California is now developing a program
with elements described above. Besides the agency's involvement in
Tijuana River, projects are being initiated at Buena Vista Lagoon 1n
San Diego County and Tomales Bay In Marin County to link wetlands
management with watershed protection. In both cases, a combination of
acquisition techniques, land use regulation, and site-specific
watershed Improvements will make up the program. A similar effort will
be launched soon In the watershed of Elkhorn Slough, California's first
estuarine sanctuary. There the Conservancy hopes to work through a
local land trust to secure agricultural land outside the sanctuary
boundaries in open space use.

Recommended Guidelines for Management Specific Estuaries

1. Using established estuarlne sanctuaries as a nucleus, seek
acquisition of adjacent lands through donations, bargain sales, or
other government or private actions.

2. Develop and implement easements and other less-than-fee techniques
to ensure the continuation of land uses consistent with Sanctuary
objectives In adjacent areas.

3. Encourage local nonprofit organizations to accept stewardship
responsibility for resources within Sanctuary boundaries.

4. Formalize the review procedures by which the Sanctuary management
body comments on activities that impinge on sanctuary resources.

5. Through a combination of regulatory, physical management, and
limited acquisition techniques, take steps to ensure that major
portions of watersheds are managed 1n a manner consistent with the
objectives of the sanctuary.

6 Using acquisition and lease back techniques, foster the
continuation of coastal agriculture and other compatible land uses
both within and adjacent to sanctuary boundaries.

7. Encourage the Involvement of private land conservation
organizations (The Nature Conservancy, The Trust for Public Land,
local land trusts) to make purchases around the periphery of
Sanctuary boundaries.
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RESEARCH FOR MANAGEMENT:

AN OVERVIEW OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY PROGRAM

Virginia K. Tipple

Introduction

Our nation's estuaries are becoming increasingly stressed by growing
population pressures. To protect and effectively utilize these
critical ecosystems we must better understand the impacts of man's
activities. An integrated applied research program focused on
management objectives can significantly contribute to our ability to
manage an estuarine system. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA's) Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP) has conducted such an
effort. This paper summarizes the program's research integration
process from the basic science to the development of management
strategies. It is hoped that such a summary will prove useful in
planning other management oriented research efforts.

Program Purpose

In 1976, the U.S. Congress directed the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to conduct a five year $25 million study of the environmental
quality of the Chesapeake Bay. This mandate was in response to a
widely held perception that the Bay and its tidal tributaries were
threatened by pollution. Incidents such as Kepone in the James River,
excessive algal blooms in the Potomac, and the loss of bay grasses and
decline of several fisheries had focused public attention on this
national resource. The goal of the program was to improve our
understanding of these major changes, identify other environmental
problems and develop appropriate management strategies. To achieve
these objectives there have been three major thrusts in the program:
Scientific Synthesis, Bay Characterization and the Management
Synthesis.

Management Study Coordinator, Chesapeake Bay Program, 2083 West Street,
Suite 5G, Annapolis, MD 21401.
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Scientific Synthesis

The scientific research effort of the Chesapeake Bay Program focused
on three critical problem areas - Nutrients, Toxics and Submerged
Aquatic Vegetation. To help structure the research, EPA/staff met
with state officials, and citizens to develop plans of action which
were distributed to the research community. After review,
approximately 40 research projects were funded. The nutrient studies
identified existing and potential future areas of enrichment and
examined nutrient processes in the Bay. To assess the toxics problem,
CBP research efforts focused on the distribution and abundance of

metals and synthetic organics in the sediment, water column and
selected biota. The submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) studies
documented the decline in the diversity and density of the SAV's,
evaluated its role in the Bay ecosystem and assessed possible causes
of its decline. These project reports are available on microfiche and
at the National Technical Information Center (NTIS) in Springfield,
Virginia.

In order to integrate the project findings for management purposes,
synthesis papers have been written on the problem areas - Nutrients,
Toxics and Submerged Aquatic Vegetation. These papers address
specific management questions which were developed in consultation
with state officials and concerned citizens. Table 1 summarizes the

general questions in the three subject areas. The answers to these
critical questions will assist the program in its effort to
characterize the Bay and develop appropriate management strategies.

Table 1. Chesapeake Bay Program Management Questions

I. Toxics:

A. Is there a toxic chemical problem in Chesapeake Bay?
B. What is the distribution of toxic chemicals in the Bay?
C. what are the sources and loadings of the pollutants?
D. How can we manage the toxic chemical problem?
E. What additional information is needed to improve our ability

to manage the Chesapeake Bay for toxics?
II. Nutrients:

A. Is there a problem in the Chesapeake Bay related to nutrients?
B. What are the important processes which interact to create the

problem?
C. What are the sources and loadings of the pollutants?
D. What materials and what sources need to be controlled and can

be controlled?

E. What additional information is needed to improve our ability
to manage the Chesapeake Bay?

III. Submerged Aquatic Vegetation:
A. What is the distribution and abundance of bay grasses?
B. What is the ecological role and value of bay grasses?
C. What is the role of light in bay grass communities?
D. What are the effects of herbicides on bay grasses?
E. What is the role of nutrients in bay grass communities?
F. What is the interaction of factors affecting bay grasses?
G What pollutants should be controlled to maintain bay grasses?
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Bay Characterization

The water quality and resource data from the Chesapeake Bay Program
and other ongoing and historical studies have been integrated to
develop a characterization of the present state of the Bay and a
description of historical trends. Since the Bay is an inter-related
ecosystem composed of chemically, physically, and biologically diverse
areas this analysis has been conducted segmentally. Essentially the
Bay is subdivided into areas which have relatively uniform physical
characteristics such as tidal fresh regions (TF), riverine and
estuarine transition zones (RET), lower sub-estuary areas (LE), small
western tributaries (WT), main bay segments (CB), small eastern shore
tributaries (ET) and shallow eastern shore embayments (EE) (see Figure
1). This process called "segmentation" serves as the framework for
characteri zation.

To characterize the environmental quality of the Bay, we are using a
matrix analysis. Figure 2outlines the overall process. The average
values and ranges of various water/sediment quality parameters and the
productivity of various resources in each segment are determined.
Historical trends in the parameters are then indicated in matrix
format by a + (increasing) or - (decreasing) symbol. Resource trends
will then be matched against the water/sediment quality trends in each
segment to assess potential cause/effect relationships in the context
of a conceptual ecosystem model. Based on this analysis and an
assessment of sources and loadings, the segments will be characterized
on an environmental continuum from 1 to 5 or "good" to "bad". For
example, if two segments which have identical physical characteristics
(i.e., tidal fresh) and supported the same resources in the past have
now significantly different biota, we can assume this difference is
due to man's activities. By comparing the variable trends, we can
identify the "culprit" contributing to the "changed" resource state.
Thus, characterization in conjunction with our modelling efforts will
enable us to identify the appropriate pollutants to control in the
different segments of the Bay in order to meet specific environmental
objectives or resource uses.

The Management Synthesis

The Scientific Synthesis and the Bay Characterization process provide
the foundation upon which we can build an appropriate management
strategy for the Bay. As mandated by Congress, The CBP will assess a
range of control/policy options that can be utilized to achieve
environmental quality objectives in given areas of the Bay. This will
be accomplished by using a baywide water quality model to test
different control options. The water quality impact of point source
controls such as advanced wastewater treatment and nonpoint source
control options such as agricultural and urban runoff controls can be
evaluated, projected changes + (increasing) or - (decreasing) are
reflected in the matrix (see Figure 2) and the resource impacts are
assessed.
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Since the development and implementation of a comprehensive management
strategy for the Bay should be a public choice process, the program
has established a public participation strategy. A resource use
management team comprised of users of the Bay (i.e., shipping,
fishing, agriculture, industry, recreation) and water quality
management teams comprised of state managers who influence Bay
activities, are working closely with program staff to define
environmental objectives for the Bay. They will review the program
findings and recommend specific management strategies to achieve
specific environmental objectives. The final management report will
reflect the findings of the scientific synthesis, the Bay
Characterization and the Management Synthesis process. It will be
available in the summer of 1982.

Summary

The Chesapeake Bay program process has yet to meet its final test—the
development and implementation of an integrated management strategy
for the Bay. Successful management of the Bay would ensure that its
use reflects the environmental objectives of the Bay community. To
meet such a goal requires unparalleled cooperation between the Federal
government, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia state and local
governments, scientists, industry representatives, farmers, watermen
and a concerned citizenry. It is our belief that the Chesapeake Bay
Program has initiated such an effort and that it will lead to better
management of the Bay and its resources.
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OREGON ESTUARY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

James W. Good

Abstract

The Oregon coast has twenty-one estuaries ranging in size from the Colum
bia River to very small embayments like the Necanlcum River. Planning
JIu*^ fUtur? Protection and use of these estuaries started In 1969

with the Yaquina Bay Plan. The Impetus for this early planning effort
was the same as exists today—development vs. protection conflicts and a
need for more certainty on both sides. Though many Oregon coastal com
munities followed suit with their own regional estuary planning efforts
In the early 970s, 1t was not until 1977, when Oregon's Coastal Manage
ment Program (OCMP) was adopted and approved, that detailed planning
guidelines and standards were in place.

Oregon's Coastal Management Program is based in large part on the state
wide land use program, which requires local governments to prepare com
prehensive plans that comply with state goals. The procedural and sub
stantive requirements of the OCMP and the Issues and conflicts in each
area set the stage for regional comprehensive planning for each major
estuary on the coast. Today, in 1981, most local coastal plans are com
plete or in final stages of conflict resolution and adoption.

Oregon has attempted to maintain estuarine system diversity by creating
a balance of development and protection among and within its estuaries.
Mitigation for habitat loss is an important but controversial part of
its estuarine management efforts. Planning processes for Oregon estu
aries are different In each area yet are directed toward a goal of wide
acceptance. Two of these processes—the Colunbia River and Coos Bay-
are examined. Problems still exist in defining the relationship of
planning decisions to future permit decisions. Examination of Oregon
estuary planning efforts provides some lessons that may be useful in
other states.

Introduction

Oregon estuary planning—after six years, after more than a two million
dollar investment, and after thousands of hours of work by citizens,
planners and government officials—where are we and what have we learned?

Coastal Resources Specialist, Sea Grant/Extension Harfne Advisory
Program, School of Oceanography, Oregon State University, Corvallis.
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Plans for twenty-one estuaries are complete or nearly so. Detailed
natural resource and economic studies have been completed. Numerous con
flicts over planning procedures, policies and site-specific Issues have
reached the boiling point, spilled over, and been resolved. Other prob
lems have been postponed. New cooperative relationships have been
forged among government officials. Much has been learned about what
works and what does not.

Oregon Estuaries

Along Oregon's three hundred mile coastline there are 21 major estuaries
(Figure 1), ranging in size from the 119,000 acre Columbia River estuary
In the north (20* of which are state of Washington waters), to the 130
acre Winchuck River estuary in the extreme south. Two major physiograph
ic provinces, the Coast Range and the Klamath Mountains, divide north
and south coast estuaries (Figure 1). Within these provinces, Oregon
estuaries have been classified as to mode of formation into three cate
gories: drowned river valleys, blind estuaries (a variation of drowned
river estuaries where streamflow is so low in summer that beach building
cuts the estuary off from saltwater Influence) and bar built estuaries
(Figure 2). Only three Oregon estuaries have drainage basins which ex
tend beyond the coastal mountains: the Columbia River, the Umpqua River,
and the Rogue River.

While there 1s significant ecological variation related to differences 1n
watershed size, the nature and supply of sediments, basin shape and
stream gradient, the estuaries with coastal mountain drainages have many
similar features. High winter precipitation and stream flow, mixed semi
diurnal tides, and moderate to well-mixed fresh and salt water systems
are characteristic. Oregon estuaries are dominated by a main channel,
with networks of small tidal channels and sloughs. Salt and freshwater
tidal marshes, sand and mudflats, and extensive eelgrass and algae beds
provide a rich, diverse habitat for juvenile salmon, other fishes, shell
fish, a variety of benthic and epibenthic invertebrates, plankton, algae,
bacteria and other estuarlne-dependent life. Oregon estuaries are also
on the Pacific flyway and are used extensively by numerous species of
migratory birds and year-round residents.

The economic and social importance of Oregon's estuaries is closely tied
to the region's natural resource base. The forest products Industry
dominates the coastal economy. Estuaries provide for efficient log stor
age and transport, wood products are processed along the shoreline, and
oceangoing ships load wood products bound for domestic and foreign mar
kets. The Port of Coos Bay 1s the largest shipper of forest products In
the world. Ten Oregon estuaries, Including Coos Bay, have jetty systems
to provide for transport over river mouth bars and navigation channels
ranging from 15 to 40 feet In depth.

Coastal tourism and the seafood Industry are also largely estuary-
dependent. Thousands of charter fishermen leave coastal ports each day
during salmon season, and recreational boating and waterfront activities
continue to grow in popularity. Estuaries sustain fishery resources,
they harbor commercial fishing vessels and provide a convenient location
for processing and service facilities. Even agriculture depends on the
diked marshlands for a small beef and dairy industry. Much of the coast
al economy is thus estuarlne-dependent. The social fabric and traditions
of the coast are also interwoven with rich, but limited, estuarine
resources.
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WASHINGTON

CALIFORNIA

Figure 1. Oregon estuaries.

History of Estuary Planning in Oregon

Planning for the future use and pro
tection of Oregon estuaries started
in 1969 with completion of the Yaqui-
na Bay Plan (Bureau of Governmental
Research, 1969). It was one of the
first such plans in the country.

'Local projects for estuarine develop
ment had long been frustrated by con
flicting Interest groups and agencies.
Finally, citizens, local government
representatives, and state and fed
eral agencies formed the Yaquina Bay
Task Force. They drew up zoning for
the entire estuary and policies for
development, protection, and evalua
tion of new projects. Trade-offs
were made. A marine development plan
to implement the land and water use
plan followed in 1972. Today, sever
al of the projects envisioned. In
cluding the 600-moorage South Beach
Marina and waterfront improvements,
have come to fruition. Areas pro
tected by the plan remain undeveloped
and biologically productive. This
pioneering effort inspired others
along the Oregon coast. Plans were
completed for Tillamook Bay, the
Siuslaw River, the umpqua River, and
Coos Bay. Unfortunately, none of
these plans achieved the consensus

necessary to improve permit predictability for desired projects. Lack
of adequate state and federal agency Involvement, increased environmental
concern over development proposals and incomplete development of state
level policy for estuaries all contributed to the shelving of these local
ly-prepared plans. They did, however, provide a useful place to begin
more sophisticated planning efforts. In 1977 the Oregon Land Conserva
tion and Development Commission adopted the Oregon Coastal Management
Program, putting in place comprehensive, enforceable estuarine planning
and management policies. These policies have shaped planning efforts up
to the present.

Estuary Planning and the Oregon Coastal Management Program

The Oregon Coastal Management Program (OCMP) provides a comprehensive
framework for estuary planning and management. The program is based in
large part on the statewide planning program, and is administered by the
Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC). It requires
that local governments (counties and cities) prepare local comprehensive
plans that comply with state policies and standards called "goals."
These goals cover a wide range of topics, including citizen involvement,
land use planning procedures, agricultural and forest lands, natural
resources, air and water quality, recreation, hazards, economic develop
ment, housing, public facilities, transportation and energy conservation.
State agencies must also follow these goals. In late 1976, the LCDC
adopted special coastal goals for estuarine resources, coastal shorelands,
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beaches and dunes, and ocean resources. Listed below are the principal
policies of the estuarine resources (no. 16) and coastal shorelands (no.
17) goals which guide estuary planning 1n Oregon.

o to maintain diversity, an overall classification must be assigned to
each estuary, specifying the most intensive level of allowed develop
ment (16)

o detailed Inventories must be prepared to form a factual base for
decisions (16 and 17)

o estuarine alterations are permitted only if 1) required for water-
dependent use, 2) public need demonstrated, 3) no upland alterna
tives exist, and 4) impacts are minimized (16)

o individual estuaries shall be divided into natural, conservation,
and development management units to maintain diversity within the
system (16)

o estuary shoreland areas must be divided into resource protection,
rural and water-dependent development use categories (17)

o riparian vegetation must be protected (17)

o Impact assessments for alterations must be prepared (16)

o adverse impacts of dredging or filling of intertidal or tidal marsh
areas must be mitigated through restoration or habitat creation (16)

o restoration areas for the estuary must be Identified (16 and 17)

o long-range plans to dispose of dredged materials must be developed
(16 and 17)

o proliferation of single-purpose docks must be prevented (16)

Once local plans addressing these and other goal requirements have been
completed, reviewed and acknowledged by the LCDC, they become part of
the OCMP and supplant the goals. This provides significant impetus for
state and federal agencies and the public to become Involved in the
local planning process. County government has overall coordination res
ponsibilities for ensuring this active participation takes place.

Other state statutes and authorities also make up an important part of
the OCMP, particularly those of the Division of State Lands (DSL). The
DSL Is the owner/manager of public submerged and submersible lands and
the administrator of the Oregon Removal/Fill Law, the state counterpart
to the federal Section 10/404 permit program. As the keeper of the pub
lic trust, the DSL plays an important role in estuary planning, as do
state and federal agencies charged with natural resource management and
waterway regulation.

The procedures and substance of the OCMP, the estuarine resources and
coastal shorelands goals in particular, the issues and long-standing
conflicts In each geographic area set the stage for regional comprehen
sive planning for each major estuary.
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Maintaining Estuarine Diversity—A Principal Objective

The OCMP calls for maintaining environmental diversity among the 21 major
estuaries and within each Individual estuary. Specifically, the estuar
ine resources goals states that "to assure diversity among estuaries of
the state,...LCDC...will classify the Oregon estuaries to specify the
most intensive level of development or alteration which nay be allowed to
occur within each estuary." Further, for each individual estuary, the
goal states that "diverse resources, values and benefits shall be main
tained by classifying [each] estuary into distinct water use management
units." Included as a minimum are natural, conservation, and development
management units, each of which 1s defined as to the type of areas to be
included, management objectives and uses permitted.

This two-level "diversity approach" to estuarlne planning and management
was developed by Bella and Overton (1972) and elaborated by Bella and
Kllngeman (1973). At the statewide or strategic level, the approach calls
for the uneven distribution of man's activities among estuarlne systems.
Selected systems are developed while efforts are made to prevent or even
reduce development in others. A high value 1s placed on environmental
variety, thus avoiding widespread dominating environmental changes and
large-scale irreversible changes without the requirement of prior Identi
fication. At a tactical level, single estuaries are planned in detail,
recognizing and preserving Important resources and functions while devel
oping them for human use consistent with the strategic level classifica
tion.

Strategic-level diversity

This diversity approach to estuary planning provided much of the frame
work and substance of the LCDC estuary goal. Based on recomnendatlons of
its Estuary Classification Task Force, LCDC classified estuaries for over
all management purposes as natural, conservation, shallot) draft develop
ment or deep draft development (Figure 2). Development estuaries were
ones with maintained jetties and channels for ship or boat traffic (22'
depth being the break point between shallow and deep draft). Conserva
tion estuaries were those with no jetties but with urban development
along the shoreline. Natural estuaries lacked jetties, maintained chan
nels and urban development. Permitted development was limited to the
most Intensive allowed 1n the corresponding "management unit" category
described in the goal.

This strategic-level classification system, when applied to Oregon estu
aries, essentially affirmed the status quo. Of the 21 estuaries, three
are deep draft development (134,436 acres total; 15,205 excluding the
Columbia), seven are shallow draft development (20,989 acres), six are
conservation (6,835 acres), and five are natural (1,717 acres).

Was "diversity" achieved at the strategic or statewide level? Not really.
Comparison of the management classifications with physical types of Oregon
estuaries (Figure 2) shows consistency reather than diversity. For exam
ple, of the fifteen drowned river mouth estuaries, all but four are shal
low or deep draft development. Only one of the drowned river systems is
natural. All of the natural estuaries are small 1n size (<500 acres) and
have small drainage basins. Only conservation estuaries are represented
by the entire mix of geomorphological types.
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Tactical planning for Individual estuaries

Because of the lack of strategic-level diversity noted above, tactical
planning for individual estuaries takes on greater significance. This
is particularly true in the large drowned river mouth estuaries with
large drainage basins. These systems are the most biologically produc
tive estuaries, with extensive mudflats and productive marshes.

The Columbia River Estuary, the largest Oregon estuarlne system, serves
as an example of how natural, conservation and development management
units are distributed (CREST, 1979). The aquatic portion of the estuary
planning areas includes 78,000 acres of deep or shallow water areas, and
42,600 acres of wetlands (tidal marsh, mud and sandflats). •Of the water
areas, 912 are in conservation management units and 935 are development.
Of the wetlands, 85% are natural management units, 1335 conservation and
1.62 development (about 600 acres). Future development, where allowed,
must be preceded by Impact assessment and designed to minimize degrada
tion. Even though much of the wetland area set aside for potential
development is highly productive and biologically valuable, built-in
safeguards will hopefully assure that some environmental diversity is
maintained even in these areas. Similar distributions of management
units exist in Tillamook Bay, Yaqulna Bay, Coos Bay and other large
estuaries. The great majority of wetland areas have been placed In
natural and conservation management units, ensuring the future environ
mental diversity will be at least partly maintained.

The above analysis of how much diversity will be maintained in Oregon
estuaries Is very general and must be questioned. For example, residen
tial development along shorelines and watershed logging cause long-term
dominant changes and Irreversible impacts, regardless of how the Immediate
estuary area 1s used. Estuarlne diversity and health are thus closely
linked to watershed activities which are much more difficult to control.
While the OCMP addresses some of these linkages, estuary planning has
done little to address or solve these problems.

In summary, the diversity approach has provided a good conceptual frame
work for Oregon estuary planning and management, but shoreland and water
shed activities need to be more closely related to the strategic and tac
tical management objectives for each estuary.

Mitigation of Development Impacts—Conflicting Priorities

Large portions of Oregon's developed estuaries have been diked or filled
in the past to provide for upland agricultural or urban uses. Many estu
aries have been affected by dramatically Increased watershed erosion.
Consequently, tidal marsh and deep water habitats are relatively scarce
today. This incremental loss of aquatic habitat was partly recognized by
the LCDC when adopting estuarine resources goal language that states:
"When dredge or fill activities are permitted in the Intertidal or tidal
marsh areas, their effects shall be mitigated by creation or restoration
of another area of similar biological potential to ensure that the integ
rity of the estuarlne ecosystem 1s maintained." Definitional problems
with "similar biological potential" and "ecosystem Integrity" caused so
much furor that the state legislature in 1979 passed a mitigation amend
ment to the state Removal/Fill Law (which is also part of the OCMP),
removing the objectionable language, adding "enhancement" to the list of
activities suitable for mitigation, and giving authority for Implementing
the requirement to the director, Division of State Lands. Legal authority
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for mitigation was thus strengthened, but the basic thrust unchanged—a
premium for alteration of tidal flats and marshes must be paid by in-kind
habitat replacement If at all possible.

After more than four years of research, debate, and conflict, standard
administrative and technical procedures for mitigating estuary develop
ment impacts have yet to be developed. Two major projects, one 1n Coos
Bay and another in the Columbia, had acceptable mitigation plans prepared
based on sound scientific data, but were never carried out because the
development projects were abandoned for other reasons. A few small pro
jects have been carried out where limited mitigation was required. In
Coos Bay, a mitigation plan for development of wetlands has been prepared
a? parL2f the overa11 estuary management plan (InterAgency Task Force et
al., 1980). There Is some concern, however, that unless standard, repli-
cable procedures for mitigation are developed soon, the requirement may
be dropped at state level.

Related to the mitigation issue is the OCMP requirement to identify areas
appropriate for restoration. These are areas where past alterations (e.g.
filling, diking, causeway construction) have degraded or destroyed estua
rlne resources. The assumption supporting restoration 1s that the bio
logical life in the estuary prior to major man-made alterations was in
balance with the dynamic natural forces acting on the system. While that
condition cannot be recreated, taking steps to restore lost or degraded
habitat would be beneficial to estuarine biological life. Estuarlne-
dependent economic sectors might also benefit.

A major tool to carryout restoration objectives is mitigation for new
development projects. However, the top priority for mitigation 1s in-
kind replacement and this may not coincide with restoration objectives.
It may In fact be contrary to the objectives. For example, in the Colum
bia River estuary, tidal marsh and forested tidal swamp areas have drama
tically decreased In the past century (Table 1) due to diking and filling.
Conversely, tidal flats and shallow water habitat areas have increased,
due primarily to improvements for deep water navigation which have result
ed in peripheral shoaling. An appropriate restoration strategy for the
Columbia, then, would be to restore abandoned diked marshes and swamps
and dredge out shoaled areas. Some fifty-nine potential restoration,
v25i» creat1on and enhancement projects have been Identified (CREST,
1979). Under state mitigation law, however, few if any of these actions
would be suitable to mitigate new dredging of a mudflat. Indeed, such
dredging might contribute to overall restoration objectives, yet 1t would
require additional mitigation under the law. The point 1s that 1f a
scientifically sound restoration strategy can be formulated using histor
ical data, mitigation priorities for future development should be modified
as necessary to fit restoration objectives. In-kind mitigation will not
always be appropriate.

Mitigation remains one of the most forward-looking aspects of the OCMP,
despite its problems with procedures and strategies.

Oregon Estuary Planning Processes—A Brief Evaluation

The success of an estuary planning effort will be judged by several
things: the acceptance and implementation by local government and state
and federal agencies; the support generated for the plan among local
citizens and special interest groups; the continued ability of the estu
arine system to sustain healthy biological communities while still
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Year

1870

1981

Deep water Shallow water
(<6' MLLW) S flats (6' MLLW

to vegetation
line)

68,350

58,300

Total

change -10,050

40,630

44,770

+4,140

+10.22

2

change -14.72

Tidal Marsh

16,190

9,200

-6,990

-43.22

Forested
tidal

swamp

31,020

6,950

TOTAL

156,190

119,220

-24,070 -36,970

-77.62 -23.72

Table 1. Historical habitat changes in the Columbia River estuary (acres)

(Source: Thomas, D.W., 1981)

providing for perceived human needs. This last factor is related to the
quality of planning decisions and the foresight they represent. How well
the plan decisions are followed will require monitoring and future evalu
ation. The importance of this long-range goal is given much lip service
but in practice 1s often overlooked in the passion of present-day site-
specific conflict.

The acceptance of a plan by the citizenry and the local, state, and fed
eral agencies with the authority to make it work determines its legiti
macy and is related directly to the structure of the decision-making pro
cess. Designing a process that 1s perceived as equitable and fair is a
challenge—ideally, everyone should have the opportunity to participate
on equal footing. Practically, that is not possible. A more realistic
objective is to ensure that individuals or units with legally protected
rights or authority perceive their interests as adequately represented.

Two planning processes, that used to develop a plan for the Columbia
River estuary and that used for Coos Bay, will be examined relative to
this goal of citizen and public agency acceptance. The structure for
involvement, while different in each area, was shaped by the Issues and
conflicts, by local preference, and by past experience.

Columbia River Estuary Process

Local governments in the Columbia River estuary area were the first to
embark on a planning process using the new OCMP requirements. Oregon and
Washington local governments had joined to form a single-purpose council
of governments in 1975, the Columbia River Estuary Study Taskforce (CREST)
The CREST Council hired a planning and technical staff and began a four-
year planning process that culminated with Council adoption of the Colum
bia River Estuary Regional Management Plan in June, 1979.

Several major conflicts, present at the start of the CREST process, re
mained unresolved at the end. The problem was not so much the decisions
that were made, but rather the process used to reach them. CREST, in an
effort to mobilize local support, had utilized a decentralized planning
process, dividing the estuary and adjacent shorelands into five planning
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areas. The CREST Council appointed local citizens to planning committees '
1n each area and gave them considerable authority to make land and water
use decisions and policies. State and federal agencies were represented
by local field staff, who for the most part lacked policy-making authori
ty within their agency. Some were more committed to their local constit
uency than to their agency's formal position on Issues. State and federal
agency policy-level staff were placed in a technical advisory/review and
comment role and consequently were forced to act from a defensive posture.
Once committed to its process, however, CREST believed it could not change
course. Local support had coalesced and the once-maligned estuary plan
ning organization enjoyed respect and relative popularity. Technical
aspects of the plan were of high quality. Factual information on estua
rlne processes and resources gathered for the planning process was com
plete and well-organized. CREST'S analysis of state and federal require
ments and laws resulted 1n useful decision-making tools—definitions,
management categories, permitted uses and activities, development stan
dards—that were largely adopted in other coastal areas, Including Coos
Bay. They also broke ground on planning for restoration and mitigation.
CREST 1n effect became a pilot program for addressing estuary and shore-
land requirements of the OCMP. Funding and staff continuity, a serious
problem In other coastal areas, provided the stability necessary for un
interrupted completion of the process.

As noted earlier, several significant conflicts between local jurisdic
tions and state and federal agencies remained after plan completion. A
conflict resolution phase had dealt successfully with many smaller Issues,
but an impasse occurred over major development sites. Finally, In 1981,
all parties agreed to a mediation of the disputes on the five major
development sites at issue. The mediation was successfully completed
with the assistance of the Institute for Environmental Mediation, Seattle,
Washington, on June 30, 1981. All local, state, and federal participants
have now signed letters of agreement and support for the settlement. The
mediated agreement 1s essentially a "special area management" plan within
the framework of the larger comprehensive plan.

The CREST process developed strong local citizen and elected official
acceptance and a resulting conrnitment to plan implementation. All local
jurisdictions (three counties and six cities) have adopted the CREST Plan
as part of their local comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances or
shoreline master programs (1n Washington). The CREST process, however,
initially failed to get the state and federal agency commitment so neces
sary to improve future permit predictability for the ports and developers.
The mediation agreement solved that problem for the five major develop
ment sites, but there remain a number of lesser conflicts. These may not
be serious problems if the forum and spirit of the mediation continue.
Meanwhile, CREST has taken on an expanded role as a technical advisor
to local governments, preparing impact analyses, assisting in state and
federal permit consistency review and serving as a general information
resource through Its associated Columbia River Estuary Information Center.

The CREST process, combined with mediation, can be judged a qualified
success. How well the plan will facilitate permit processing and future
conflicts resolution remains to be seen.

Coos Bay Process

A plan for the Coos Bay estuary was initially developed in 1975, well
before the OCMP was adopted. There was little state and federal support
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for the plan and It did not meet the muster of OCMP requirements. Several
false starts were made In revising the Coos Bay plan. Responsibility
passed back and forth from the county to the local council of governments
several times. Technical staff came and went. In 1979, the Coos-Curry
Council of Governments hired a consultant to organize and facilitate an
Interagency collaborative planning process, modeled after the Grays Har
bor, Washington, effort (Evans et al., 1980).

The process used to develop the Coos Bay plan Is called "special area
management" and 1s described by several authors (Evans et al., 1980; Davis,
1980; NOAA, 1980). Special area management 1s a process of consensus-
building on Identified Issues using negotiation, bargaining, and media
tion. It is significantly different from traditional comprehensive plan
ning. The primary goal of special area management Is to reach an agree
ment, to resolve conflicts. Full participation by those who by virtue of
their elected position or legislated authority have direct responsibility
for land use control or permit authorization Is an Important feature of
the process. Participants must also be committed to the process, be will
ing to compromise and devote necessary time to achieve a consensus.

The planning and conflict resolution process for Coos Bay is incomplete.
In December, 1980, a draft plan was published detailing complex agreements
reached by the InterAgency Task Force (IATF). The draft review has raised
numerous problems, primarily with the substance of the plan as 1t relates
to OCMP requirements. Factual Information and findings for the decisions
reached were lacking. Local IATF members were critical of the plan as not
fully representative of thetr perceptions of actual decisions; material
was added by the consultant to address state standards the IATF had not
addressed. Management categories and development standards borrowed from
CREST were deemed Inappropriate for Coos Bay. Recently, Coos County with
drew planning responsibilities from the council of governments in favor
of its own staff. Conflicts over who was responsible for plan deficien
cies have occurred. Despite these problems, local commitment to the plan
and the process Is strong. More IATF workshops are planned for fall, 1981,
to resolve remaining conflicts.

It may take a year or more to complete the plan and additional time to
gain LCDC approval, but local adoption and state and federal support is
almost assured. The plan should go far toward facilitating the develop
ment projected in the plan. However, new opportunities to diversify the
predominantly forest products-based economy may come along in the next
few years. If they do not fit within the framework of the plan, new con
flicts will emerge. Continuation of the IATF and plan review and update
procedures should provide a basis for future negotiation, bargaining and
mediation.

The special area management process, as used in Coos Bay and for the
mediation in the Columbia estuary, provides a promising technique for
dealing with intense conflict over complex natural resource issues. Its
major drawback may prove to be a lack of flexibility to respond to the
rapidly changing economic development opportunities.

Defining the Degree of Predictability...Still a Problem

One of the principal benefits foreseen by early supporters of coastal
zone management was the mutual accomodation of development and environ
mental Interests. Conflict would be reduced and, using more recent jar
gon, predictability would Increase.
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Evans et al. (1979) point out, however, that development interests in
Grays Harbor (ports, local governments) defined predictability very
differently than environmental/resource management interests (natural
resource agencies). For the developers, predictability meant assurance
that projects would proceed smoothly and quickly through the permit
process. For the resource managers, predictability meant rational,
resource-conscious decision-making and effective operation of regulatory
mechanisms. Predictability for each group, however, seemed also to in
clude the desire to retain a degree of flexibility. Flexibility meant
keeping various development options open or, on the other hand, being
able to reject certain development designs or entire proposals if their
environmental impacts were too great. This simultaneous desire for pre
dictability and flexibility seems paradoxical but makes sense in the
light of the different ideological values of the two groups. These
values—normal operation of the market system versus protection of the
long-term biological health of the estuary—will not likely change.
What can be done to improve the situation?

In any collaborative estuary planning process, one of the key issues is
defining the relationship of planning decisions to the permit process.
Plan decision-makers must determine and reaffirm this throughout the
planning process. Before a process gets underway, natural resource
agencies should set forth a consolidated list of mandatory and recommend
ed standards and criteria (e.g. Section 10/404 permits, Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act policies, etc.) which they use to make decisions on per
mits. Each major plan decision could then be evaluated against these
standards and a determination made as to which standards or portions of
standards remain to be met in the permit process. This could be clearly
spelled out in the plan. Such a procedure would go a step further than
has been done to date. While doing nothing to change ideological posi
tions, the degree of plan predictability, vis-a-vis the permit process,
would be clear. Jurisdictional analysis early in the planning process as
envisioned by Hershman (1979) could set the stage for clarifying plan/
permit relationships as the process proceeds. The degree of predictabili
ty could thus be more clearly defined. Such predictability analysis would
remove a major stumbling block in estuary planning and increase under
standing of the legal constraints and limitations of resource managers.

Conclusions

Much progress has been made over the past decade in planning for the
future of Oregon's estuaries. From Yaquina Bay in 1969 to the Columbia
River and Coos Bay in 1981, estuary plans have become more sophisticated
in content and implementation procedures, more related to the available
scientific Information base and more a consensus of those who must use it.
A model of both substance and process is beginning to gel, a model that
may be useful to other estuary planning efforts. The management frame
work that has evolved from CREST and the planning processes used, particu
larly the "special area management" process in Coos Bay, combine to form
that model.

The current round of Oregon estuary planning is not yet complete. None
of the 14 estuary plans already submitted to the LCDC have been approved.
The review process for these plans has been lengthy (almost two years for
the Columbia). New policy interpretations and requirements have arisen
from the reviews, much to the dismay of local planners. The complexity
of the plans, the need for local estuarine technical staff to implement
their provisions, and the dismal outlook for state and federal financial
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assistance do not bode well for the future of the plans. Of the nearly
$4.7 million in CZM planning assistance passed through to coastal govern
ments by LCDC, a good proportion has been used for estuary planning.
There is much concern on the coast that the Investment will be for naught
without some continued state and federal financial commitment.

One of the principal results of estuary planning In Oregon has been the
educational value. Local residents and officials better understand the
natural values of estuaries and the roles and authorities of state and
federal agencies to manage these resources. Agencies better understand
local economic development needs and land use controls. Cooperation has
been fostered and many traditional barriers lowered. In a social context,
this may be the most significant result of estuary planning in Oregon.
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